Summer Reading 2020: Elementary (Grades K-5)

**Grades K-3**
- NC431 Nobody Hugs A Cactus, Carter Goodrich
- NC743 Don’t Eat That! Drew Sheneman
- NC080 The Very Impatient Caterpillar: Am I A Butterfly Yet?, Ross Burach
- NC433 The Little Green Girl, Lisa Anchin
- NC439 The Little Red Fort, Brenda Maier
- NC723 How The Cookie Crumbled, Gilbert Ford

**Grades 3-5**
- NB833 Dory Fantasmagory: Head in the Clouds, Abby Hanton
- NC424 Best Friends, Shannon Hale
- NC382 Dog Man: For Whom The Ball Rolls, Dav Pilkey
- NC151 Escape from the Isle of the Lost: A Descendants Novel, Melissa De La Cruz
- NC428 Guts, Raina Telgemeier
- NC706 Click, Kayla Miller
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